As you may have noticed during your last login, NetSuite has announced their 2018.1 release dates.
You can find the New Release portlet on your Home Dashboard. If you do not see this it’s possible that it may
have been closed since NetSuite first added it for you (if you do not see this, please find the instructions in the
document “NetSuite New Release Facts 2018.1” below on how to add it back). Also attached is an overview of
all resources available to you including how to access 2018.1 New Feature Training Videos.

Section
Accounting –
Deferred Expense Waterfall Report
Accounting –
Advanced Revenue Management

Accounting

Administration

Banking

Customer Relationship Manager
(CRM)

Employee Management

Key Changes Summary
New Deferred Expense Waterfall report > available with Amortization or the
Advanced Revenue Management feature enabled
Detail report > reconciles the deferred expense account balance on the balance
sheet, provides a forecast of the expense stream
Usability Enhancements for Advanced Revenue Management > negative
revenue elements included in revenue arrangements from sales transactions
can now be allocated, new accounting preferences, new searches, new fields
GL Audit Numbering feature > can apply gapless numbering sequences to all GL
posting transactions to meet international compliance requirements.
Foreign Currency Variance Posting Rules > new fields, custom fields and
segments available, can copy posting rules to create new rule, can assign
priority rules
Print Multiple Journal Entries Using Advanced PDF/HTML Templates
Custom GL Lines Plug‐in Enhancements > System notes are now logged
Custom GL Lines can Use Same Account on Transaction main Line
Sandbox Changes in North America > Sandbox accounts on NetSuite domain,
ability to easily switch between roles in production and sandbox accounts, zero
downtime during refresh
Two‐Factor Authentication Required for Administrator role and Full Access
roles in newly provisioned accounts.
SAML Single Sign‐on Improvements > ability to build trust between a singled
IdP and multiple NetSuite accounts, can define a role for SAML login through
SSO
New Change Role Option > ability to change to role with adequate permissions
at permission violation error message
Bank Statement Imports > ability to import a bank or credit card statement file
in CSV format with UTF‐8 encoding, new visual indicators to show which
accounts require reconciliation
Ability to Delete Reconciled Statements
Account Reconciliation Portlet > lists bank and credit card accounts, displays
key data for matching and reconciliation activities
New Transaction Types Available for Custom Rules > GL: Credit Card Refunds,
Credit Card Charges; Statement Transactions: ACH, Deposits, Fees, Interest,
Payments, Transfers
Custom Transaction Matching Rules > ability to specify the accounts on which a
custom rule should run
Multi‐Subsidiary Customer Feature > Ability to share a customer or sub‐
customer record with multiple subsidiaries, ability to save a multi‐subsidiary
customer as a multi‐subsidiary vendor to create a single entity of multiple
types
URLs generated before the release of NetSuite 2016.2 > have been depreciated
Approval Portlet for Managers in the Employee Center > Approvers &
Managers can approve or reject time‐off requests, purchase request,
requisitions, and expense reports from portlet. Approvers & Managers can
respond to requests directly from the portlet or click links to view more details
about the requests.

Items and Inventory Management

Mobile

Order Management

Projects

Vendors, Purchasing and Receiving
CSV Import

Inventory Status feature > ability to associate attributes to items for detailed
tracking of inventory, ability to control the sale of specific inventory, new
associated Inventory Detail searches
Supply Chain Control Tower feature > ability to analyze and simulate inventory
supply and demand across supply chain
Cross‐Subsidiary Fulfillment > The new Intercompany Cross‐Subsidiary
Fulfillment feature in NetSuite OneWorld enables to fulfill a single sales order
from locations across multiple subsidiaries. Orders are no longer limited to
being fulfilled from locations with the originating subsidiary.
Support for Duplicate Bin Names Across Locations
Mobile Access to NetSuite Sandbox > mobile users now have the ability to log
in to their sandbox accounts from the NetSuite App.
SuiteBilling End Date Alignment > ability to specify subscription term
boundaries at the subscription level
SuiteBilling Time‐Based Pricing > supports pricing models that include planned
pricing changes over time
Customizable Fulfillment Exception Reasons > ability to create custom
fulfillment exception reasons when entering exceptions on a fulfillment
request record
Inbound Shipment Management feature > can now associate landed costs at
the shipment level, support for multiple‐currency landed cost entries,
allocation of landed cost to a specific item or all items on a shipment
Pick, Pack and Ship Feature > can no longer disable the feature when one or
more item fulfillment records exist with a Picked or Packed status
Advanced Project Profitability feature > gives access to an enhanced project
profitability report based on items and accounts, ability to group items and
accounts to populate reports
Ability to delete the last version of a billing rate card
Project Time Approval Enhancement > project time approvals are available at
the project level for Time Tracking
Time‐Based Project Billing Rules > can now populate resources on time‐based
charge rules directly from project tasks
Vendor Bill Cancellation Enhancements > vendor bill can now be edited when it
has a Cancelled status, new lines can be added or the bill can be deleted, a
cancelled vendor bill can be copied
Supported for Commerce Categories
Support for Saved CSV Imports in the SuiteCloud Development Framework
Enhanced error Reporting for afterSubmit Script Failures > the CSV response
indicated that the record has been created or updated

Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to schedule a call. This above list is a summarized list.
I recommend that you go through the full release notes and allow time to test out the new functionality.

